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ABSTRACT

rrcince. a moderately seismic country, but one possessed of a rich documentary

background, has compiled a computer base of macroseismic data extending over a

period of approximately one thousand years, for the purpose of satisfying safety

requirements implicated in its nuclear electric program. This evolving base includes not

only information about the event and its epicenter, but also all the individual

macroseismic observations, with a quality code assigned to each The analysis of these

data serves as an input to the deterministic assessment of seismic hazard for high-risk

facilities such as nuclear power plants, dams, and chemical industry installations. Current

practice implements a seismotectonic approach wherein geological and seismic data

are used to determine active faults or, when this is not possible, provinces shown to be

homogeneous on the basis of a certain number of criteria. For each entity of this type

surrounding the site, the largest known historical earthquake is identified. According to

the safety procedure applied, the first step is to act as if this earthquake could occur at

any spot within the entity to which it belongs, and thence at the point nearest the site.

The maximum macroseismic intensity induced thereby on the site, either after displacing

isoseismals or through use of laws of intensity attenuation versus distance, constitutes an

initial level of seismic hazard with respect to which protective measures in the design of

certain types of installation (Le. dams) are takea In the nuclear field, the regulations call

for a second level of hazard, intended to afford an additional safety margin expected to

cover, notably, uncertainties in the seismotectonic analysis or insufficiencies in the

seismic data itsell This second level of hazard, designated "Safety Design Earthquake,"

the effect of which is to raise the first-level intensity by one degree, is characterized by its

response spectrum, in terms of which the facility's safety functions must remain

unimpaired. Similar regulations are about to be enforced for the chemical industry.

Examples, drawn from south-eastern France, of the procedure just described will be

presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Frcr.ce is a country characterized by moderate and, at first sight, fairly diffuse

intraplate sejsmiciry Major destructive earthquakes may be widely spaced in time.

Consequently the analysis of the effects of past earthquakes (macroseismicity) is

indispensable for seismic hazard assessment (1. 2). Thus historical seismicity supplements

instrumental data, which has only been providing reliable and accurately recorded

earthquake samples for about the last thirty years. To comply with safety requirements

imposed by the development of the French nuclear power program, in 1975, a new

impetus was given to improving our acquaintance with France's seismic pastThis

research has since been continued regularly by the BRGM (Geological and Mining

Research Board), the CEA (Atomic Energy Commission) and EDF (French Electricity

Board), enabling a vast bank of reference material to be constituted. It gave rise to the

French computerized macroseismic data base "SIRENE". Its design and its originality with

respect to standard seismicity files are discussed in this paper. Some examples of its use

in earthquake engineering studies are also described.

2. CONSTITUTION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE DATA BASE ON MACROSEISMICITY

IN FRANCE

2.1 Constitution of the basic input

The development of the French nuclear power program with its contingent safety

requirements marked a new stage in French historical seismicity research. Starting in

1975. in the framework of the French Seismotectonic Project (3), developed jointly by the

Ministry of Industry, the BRGM. the CEA and EDF, an extensive plan was implemented

aimed at revising the country's historical seismicity. It very quickly became evident that

it was vital to get back to the original data sources and to constitute a single

documentation base centralizing all these texts. This ambitious undertaking was directed
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by J. VOGT. whose very numerous publications outline the research commitments

invoivec jr.a the great importance attached to methodical analysis and interpretation of

the documents A. 5. o). The systematic in depth investigation of all accessible archives in

France and atrocd has been pursued relentlessly since 1975 and has resulted in the

collection of several tens of thousands of documents relating the effects of more than

5 000 events experienced in France over the last ten centuries. Even to this day, texts

hitherto overlooked continue to enrich this store of knowledge, yielding eyewitness

accounts of previously unknown earthquakes, enhancing the macroseismic data for

already recorded earthquakes, supplying reliable elements far appraisal of the intensities

reached (accurate damage reports, extracts from repair expense sheets, for example).

With the assistance of historians specialized in the different eras concerned, the original

texts are accurately translated and replaced in their contexts. Any element liable to

throw light on analysis of the effects produced by these earthquakes (state of buildings,

wars, natural phenomena etc.) is recorded and taken into account.

After this initial period of systematic research aimed at exploiting to the full the

archive resources, the work is presently more and more focussed on investigation of

specific regions, periods or events. Moreover, since 1988, these specific research topics

occupy teams of specialists from several neighboring countries, in the framework of

programs sponsored by the Commission of the European Communities (CEQ (7) or the

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) (8).

2.2 Constitution and management of the data base

In its initial design on IBM 370 macrocomputer, the data processing system

"SIBENE" (Système Informatisé de Rasssemblement des Evénements Naturels) comprises a

flexible sequence enabling constitution of indexed sequential direct-access files for all

types of geological phenomena, the description of which is corroborated by a series of

observations from various locations (earthquake, landslides, volcanic eruption). It was
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mainly developed for macroseismic studies in France and has been described in detail

by 3GCE?".DY et al. i<?) and THIRION (10).

SIIîENE s originality as compared with standard seismicity files resides in :

- the exhaustivity of the data available for any given event (identification : date, time,

etc.; list of the macroseismic observations : MSK intensity and associated effects, such as

landslides, tidal wave, etc.: macroseismic epicenter, epicential intensity, lsoseismal radii :

list of bibliographical sources describing the event) ;

- the use of quality coefficients so devised as to respect all the inherent uncertainties and

shades of meaning in the raw data to reflect the degree of reliability of the information

recorded according to the quality and accuracy of the sources and thereby to preserve

every possibility of advancement in our knowledge of the event.

This open-ended feature of the file (dynamic data base) is enhanced by :

- the separation of raw data (identification of the event, localized macroseismic data)

from interpreted data (epicenter, intensity) ;

- the flexibility of the data processing sequence, which is in fact a forerunner of the

relational data bases which appeared a few years later. The raw data are collected in

random order and the link between the various data is established by a key repeated in

each type of record characteristic of a type of data (identification local macroseismic

data epicenter, bibliography).

It is thus a simple matter, at any time, to add or delete data and to selectively

correct records which can be directly accessed by means of their keys. Finally, each

record item can be used to query the base and various application codes have been

developed by the BRGM. the CEA and EDF : graphic plotting (macroseismic maps, maps

of epicenters), codes for calculation of focal depths, intensity attenuation statistical

sample analysis, etc.



2.3 Transformation into a relational data base (RDB)

". •;• : •:• .:s initial design it was easy to transform the SIRENE file into a relational

date: case -.hereby adapting it to the latest computerized equipment commercially

available. Since 1936. it is thus managed via ORACLE software on a VAX 8530 computer

and a PC compatible microcomputer.

The base comprises 12 tables, outlined in Figure 1. The direct query language is

SQL. About thirty interdependent forms enable any operator to update the base.using

appropriate screens. They are so programmed that the base consistency control systems

operate at the data input stage. Any updating of a type of data will cascade to all the

tables concerned according to the logic links between them.

The data handling resources available with ORACLE were supplemented by

certain specific applications developed by BRGM. CEA and EDF. such as the graphic

processing system at the BRGM (Figure 2), using MICROSTATION/INTERGRAPH software.

In its present form. SIRENE has a memory store of 33.5 Mb. (Figure.3) gives a few statistics

regarding the quantitY and nature of the data stored.

2.4 Constitution and management of the macioseismic documentary base

The abundant documentation gathered was structured to form a single data base,

under the responsibility of the BRGM. It was organized in basic files comprising all the

copies of texts relating to a given earthquake. They are classified geographically,

according to the location of the event, and chronologically. For reasons of security,

related to safeguard of the base thus constituted, and of convenience, a program was

initiated in 1990 for the storage of all these documents on digital optical disks. This

system will be connected to the "SIRENE" file.



3. DETERMINISTIC ASSESSMENT OF THE SEIMIC HAZARD FOR "HIGH RISK"

FACILITIES : NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS. CHEMICAL INDUSTRY INSTALLATIONS. DAMS.

3.1 determination of the SMHV and SMS

For "high risk" industries where the protection principle consists in providing

against the maximum effects which an installation could undergo during its service life

span the probabilistic approach, not easily implemented in a moderate earthquake

region such as France, is replaced by a purely deterministic approach. In the nuclear

industry, the regulatory practice elaborated at the CEA and ratified by the Ministry of

Industry (11) is comparable to statutory provisions in various other countries (USA, FRG) or

to recommended practice (IAEA guidelines). In France, the tendency is to extend this

practice to the chemical industry subject to the European Directive SEVESO and to the

dams. The regulatory practice applied to the nuclear industry derives from a

seismotectonic approach, aimed at determining from geological (tectonic and

neotectonic) and seismic (historical and instrumental) data the seismogenic faults or (in

cases of moderate and diffuse seismicity) the regions featuring a certain number of

homogeneous criteria (stress field, quaternary deformations, etc.). With each fault or

region is associated the maximum known historical earthquake.

The safety approach (Figure 4) consists in considering that this earthquake could occur in

identical fashion, at any point in the fault or region and consequently at the most

penalizing, which would be the nearest point to the site considered. The maximum

effects (macroseismic intensity) induced thereby on the site, either after displacing

isoseismals through use of laws of intensity attenuation versus distance, constitute the

Maximum Historically Probable Earthquake (SMHV) : characterized by its intensity, with

which are associated magnitude, focal distance and ground motion response spectrum

(12). This initial level of seismic hazard is taking into account in the design of certain

types of installations such as dams.
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For nuclear ar.d chemical facilities, in order to cover the uncertainties pertaining to the

sesrr.c:='-::"-r^r analysis and possible shortcomings in our knowledge of the earthquake

pher.c.-r.en^ _nvolved. the intensity of the SMHV is increased by one degree to obtain the

Safety 2es:gr. Earthquake 1SMS) The safety functions of a nuclear installation, and

notably the confinement of radioactive products, are required to withstand the SMS

response spectrum

3.2. Determination of ground motion spectra.

For purpose of earthqualce design, each SMHV intensity level has to be associated

with a ground motion parameter : acceleration, velocity, displacement (amplitude,

frequency) Many correlations have been made throughout the world, based on an ever-

growing mass of experimental data, but dispersion remains very high.

In France, the CEA initiated the setting up of strong motions data base, involving

collection of recordings in the most highly active regions of the world (California, Japan,

Europe. Mediterranean basin, etc.). since such data were not available in France in

adequate quantities. Correlations were determined between the response spectrum (V̂ ,

for a given damping), the intensity at the recording station (I), the magnitude (M) and

the focal distance (R), such that :

V00 = C(f) . 10 a ( f ) M . Rn(f) (1)

where C a n are coefficients varying versus frequency (ranging from 0.1 to 25

Hz) and specific to a set of motions for which the same degree of intensity has been

observed at the recording station (Figure 5). Intensity is the link between the French

macroseismic data base and the strong motions data base collected from the great

earthquake regions of the World. This type of correlation, shows that the ground velocity

(approximately the spectral velocity for an attenuation of 20%) is a quasi linear function

conv

Fig. 3a
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(factor 2) of the intensity in the 1-2 Hz frequency range and not, as is generally accepted.

of :he ground acceleration (F > 30 Hz). which varies versus magnitude and focal distance

(13 14)

Attention was given to determining spectra ratios for earthquakes of like focal

distance having intensities differing by plus or minus one degree (Figure 5). In

accordance with equation (1), the ratio can be expressed :

V1+1 /V1 =

This process was applied to the intensity pairs vn/VI and VH-VHI/VI-VII, with focal

distances of iO. 15, 25. and 50 Km. The following observations can be made :

1) The ratios tend generally to decrease when frequency exceeds 0.5 Hz.

2) Their values approach 2 regardless of intensity and focal distance, near a

frequency of 1.5 Hz.

3) The greater the focal distance, the less dependent the ratios are upon

frequency.

4) Despite considerable scattering, the ratios are, on the whole, independent of

the intensity pair considered.

The preceding discussion has been largely devoted to describing the results

brought to light when available data were submitted to a hopefully appropriate line of

statistical analysis. The following paragraphs will explain briefly the manner in which

they are to be applied to the calculation of site-specific spectra

The SMHV spectrum is computed using equation (1) and coefficients conesponding

to its intensiy. with the M and R pair values compatible with the SMHV intensity (R and I

to be derived from existing historical data) (Figure 5).

The SMS is a postulated event for which only the on-site intensity is established, by

convention. As inferred from the preceding discussion intensity is not. in itself, suffirent to

PERCENTAGE
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defined a site-specific spectrum. It is consequently proposed to take into account a

clcusiLe •• :::^::;n ot M and R in accordance with the seismotectonic features of the sue.

The :c'lz::~jr.q three focal distances can be adopted :

S1 minimum plausible focal distance

R . best-estimate focal distance

R2 : maximum plausible focal distance.

A SMHV spectrum is computed for each of these three distances : three

corresponding SMS spectra are obtained by use of an intensity-increment ratio. Where

available information is insufficient concerning the distance, a single SMHV spectrum is

simply multiplied by two for all frequencies (Figure 7).

4. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION TO EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING STUDIES IN

SOUTH-EASTERN FRANCE

The relational data base SIRENE with its associated documentary bank constitute,

to our knowledge, a system which is the only one of its kind worldwide. By centralizing in

a single system all historical and contemporary macroseismic data concerning France, it

constitutes the official national reference for any study using seismic data. The basic data

was analyzed by a single team, thereby guaranteeing the homogeneity and consistency

of the data base. Its contents, structures and evolution are regularly reviewed by a

technical committee of users (BRGM, CEA, EDF). We give below a few examples

illustrating certain aspect of the utilization of macroseismic data associated with a

seismotectonic approch during recent work undertaken in France.

t
4.1 Application to " high risk " nuclear and chemical facilities

Application of this approach to "high risk" chemical facilities in Western Provence

was undertaken jointly by the BRGM and the CEA at the request of the DRIR (Regional

Directorate for Industry and Research) for the Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur

Fig. 4
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regionKnowledge of the Western Provence seismotectonic context is particularly detailed

as corr.ccte with that of other regions in France owing to input from recent extensive

research notably regarding neotectonics and seismicity (15, 16). It was thus possible to

propose classification of the main geological faults by type of seismogenic structure,

based on the seismic source physical concept (geometrical and dynamic characteristics),

the underlying criteria being structural neotectonic and seismic (17) :

- geometry of faults (orientation, length, dip. extension into the sedimentary cover and

ante-Triassic bedrock) ;

- kinematics (chronology and typology of deformations and recent movements as

deduced from various neotectonic indications) and relation with the regional stress

field;

- seismic activity : historical and instrumental (focal characteristics of tremors : intensity,

magnitude, depth).

Four main types of geological structures are thus evidenced, activated under

quaternary N-S compressive stresses. The thickness of the sedimentary cover involved

would appear to be a key feature controlling seismic activity, especially for the

compressive structures. This is why the maximum tremors (historical and instrumental)

were very shallow : the focus remained in the sedimentary cover, perhaps because of the

plastic behaviour of the Triassic levels separating it from the basement. The four types

retained, with each of which we associated deterministically the maximum historically

observed earthquake, are as follows (Figure 8) :

- compressive or reverse septentrional faults with which is associated a maximum

earthquake of the 1909 type (Io = DO : Costes and Trevaresse ranges, the Alpilles.

Luberon. Ste Victoire, the La Fare-Coudoux faults and St. Martin de Crau ;

Fig. 5

CALCULATION OF THE S.M.H.V. SPECTRUM
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- compressée meridional faults having a shallow sedimentary cover, with which is

associated a far slighter maximum earthquake (Io = VI) . Etoile. Nerthe. Ste Baume

ranges :he CIynipe. Aurelien mountains, the Carpiagne thrust faults :

- the great NE-SW sinistral strike-slip faults, characterized by far more regular seismic

activity and associated with a maximum earthquake of the type which occurred in the

Manosque region in 1509, 1708 (Io = VIII) : Moyenne-Durance and Nimes-Pujaut fault

systems :

- the Salon-de-Provence - Cavaillon submeridian fault system, dextral strike-slip faults

with a significant gravity component probably extending into the Mediterranean

seismic activity is regular but does not exceed intensity VII.

Thus several major ground features which, in the light of 30 years of instrumental

data and 5 centuries of historical data were characterized by a quasi null seismic

activity, are considered as potential seismogenic structures with which a significant

maximum earthquake is associated (for example, the Alpilles, Ste Victoire. La Fare-

Coudoux and St. Martin de Crau faults associated with an earthquake of the 1909 type).

This is exactly the case of the Costes and Trevaresse regions, which were considered as

being aseismic before June 11. 1909 when one of the most destructive and best known

earthquakes occurred in France (Intensity : IX. magnitude : 6, 46 dead and 250 injured)

(13).

The main characteristics of the seismogenic structures and associated maximum

historical earthquakes are given in Table 1. The deterministic assessment of the seismic

hazard for each industrial site in a region involves retaining several SMHV for the same

site owing to the influence of each type of seismogenic structure, implying the use of

several ground motion response spectra In this application where the approach focuses

more on the seismic source than on the seismotectonic region the attenuation rrvodels

used respect the anisotropy induced by the fault orientation and the focus mechanism.

The intensity on the site is derived either from direct translation of the reference

VARIATIOM OF SPBCTKA CORRESPONDING
TO INTENSITY VI-VII WITH MAGNITUDE AMD FOCAL DISTANCE

W _f» 4fft



earthquake isoseismal lines when the latter are clearly determined (1909 earthquake

Figure ^) or from intensity attenuation laws , using local macroseismic observations on

all the earthquakes associated with this type of structure.Tnis principle results in the

adoption of a strong attenuation in the N-S direction on E-W oriented compressive faults

and in the NW-SE to E-W direction for NE-SW to N-S strike-slip faults.

Utilization of the SIRENE macroseismic data base was particularly rewarding in this

study, where it was used to define the activity associated with each type of seismogenic

structure (focus distributioa tremor frequency and intensity), to elaborate attenuation

models representative of the specificity of these sources and to determine SMHV levels

for each site.

For the SMHV determined for each site, with which are associated a magnitude

and a focal distance, different horizontal response spectra are calculated.

In the nuclear field, the spectrum at the ground surface is calculated following the

correlations obtained with the strong motions data base initiated by the CEA , for the

intensity of the SMHV and then for those of the SMS using an intensity-increment ratio

(11.12) (Figure 10).

For chemical industry, various SMHV spectra using several methods are calculated

(12.19.20.21). then a smooth shape spectrum covering most cases is proposed. The SMS

spectrum is derived from this by doubling the spectrum amplitude values, at the same

frequency (Figure 11).

4.2 Application to deans

La Verne dam is situated in the south of the Provence region which overlies on two

orogenic basements :

- The Alpes in the north (Haute-Provence or alpine Provence)

- the Pyrénéees-Provence unit in the south flow Provence).

CALCULATION OF THE SMS. SPECTRA

The SMS spectra are not calculated
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Each cr.e of these two fields comprises a crystalline primary basement, a permian

tegument rrr.ci a sedimentary cover of secondary and tertiary age.

The rorr.par.son of the structural analysis and the historical seismicity

imacroseisrmc data base "SIRENE") makes it possible to identify, in a radius of 100

kilometers around the site, several souice areas of earthquakes. Each souice area has

relatively homogeneous earthquakes and a maximum seismic potential is attached to it

(it conesponds to the earthquake of maximum intensity recorded historically in the area).

Seven souice areas are deiined and taken into account within the radius considered

(figure 12).

To evaluate the level of the seismic hazard, it is necessary to examine how the

"seismic potential" of the various source zones is reflected on the site. Thus, it is

considereed that the maximum potential earthquake of each homogeneous source area

can occur at any point of that area, that is to say :

- vertically beneath the dam. where the site's own area (Maures massif) is concerned

- at the point nearest to the site for the other souice areas.

The application of this rule to the site of La Verne dam leads to the following

conclusions (22) :

- the Mauies massif souice area gave earthquakes with V MSK maximum intensity

(29.06.1889). For lack of very precise structural data on the mechanisms of fault

movements, this seism is considered as being able to occui vertically beneath the dam :

- the Tanneron source area gave historical earthquakes with lower intensities , the

highest intensity was VI-Vn MSK (09.02.1767) ;

- the Provencal southern ranges (Etoile. Nerthe. Ste Baume, the Olympe, the Aureliea the

Carpiagne) are characterized by E-W compressive structures which can give rise to

earthquakes with a maximum intensity of VIMSK (12.12.1846) ;

7
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- the NE-SW sinistial strike-slip faults (Durance fault) have a fairly regular activity ; the

largest earthquakes occured near Manosque (1509. 1708), with a maximum intensity of

VIII MSK 3ne may consider that similar earthquakes can occur at any point along this

fault system

- the Castellane source area had earthquakes with intensities reaching VIE MSK

(12.12.1855). situated on compressive alpine structures ;

- the Vésubie source area shows a high frequency of seismic events and high epicentral

intensities (X MSK in 1564) induced by massive basement structures (focal depths from 10

to 40 kilometers).

- we have only poor structural data about the Ligurian Sea but a rather good

geographic localization (23) ; strong earthquakes occured in this area with highest

intensities of X MSK (23.02.1887). The nearest point of this area is situated at about 100

kilometers from the site of the dam.

For the La Veme dam. two types of earthquakes, with their own spectra were

taken into account :

- a" nearby" earthquake (Maures massif) occuring under the site with a V MSK intensity

and a 10 kilometer focal depth ;

- a "regional" earthquake (from Ligurian Sea), with a X MSK intensity, a 20-kilometer

focal depth and a 100-kilometer distance from the site. According to a traditional

intensity attenuation law (Shebalin type), the site intensity for such a shock would be VI

to VH on the MSK scale.

Fig. 9
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Tr.e -.—r.cu examples presented illustrate the still considerable contribution of histoncal

and ccr.terr.pcrar/ rr.acroseismic data to earthquake engineering studies. The utilization

of these data can only produce reliable and significant results if due precautions are

taken to ensure the quality of the data used. It is for this reason that historical research

must continue. Moreover the macroseismic data must be managed with sufficient

flexibility to allow for integration of new input as it becomes available. The reliability

and accuracy of these data must be shown so as to be taken into account. The relational

data base SIKENE is an outstanding example of such systems, the widespread adoption

of which would be well advised.

cig. 10
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TABLE-I • FOCAL CHARACTERISTICS OF REFERENCE EARTHQUAKES

RETAINED FOR SHHV DETERMINATION IN WESTERN PROVENCE

DATE

AUG. 14, 170B

JULT 12, 1763

JUNE 11, 1909

DEC. 12, 1846

OR

FEB. 19, 1984

EPICENTRAL
INTENSITY
(HSK)

VIII

VtI

IX

Vl

Vl

EQUIVALENT
HAGNITUDE

5.2 t 0.3

4.7 t 0.3

5.9 i 0.4

4.2 1 0.2

4.4 t 0.1*

FOCAL
DEPTH
(KH)

3 TO 5

3 TO 5

3 TO 5

2

2

ASSOCIATED SEISHIC SOURCE
FAULT SYSTEM

DURANCE AND NIHES-PUJAUT

SALOH-CAVAULON

SEPTENTRIONAL COMPRESSIVE
FAULTS

MERIDIONAL COMPRESS1VE
FAULTS

AVERAGE ORIENTATION

NE-SU

H-S

E-U

E-U

SOURCE MECHANISM

SENESIRAL STRIKE SUP FAULT

DEXTRAL MORMAL COMPOHEHT STRIKE
SLIP FAULT

THRUST FAULT

THRUST FAULT

* VALUE DERIVED FROM INSTRUMENTAL DATA.

(3)

ARCHIVE
mftvi no m po

(2)
DOCUMENTS

ctirono

c;;°;° D .O.N.



dumpoyi- 1 VX 7 / I

_EVTROTHE_J \ 1 / / I

P 00OEfROY11990

,-JTATION
INTEGRA

The documentary base (I) comprises all the
original sources. Each document • describlnc
a given iMrthquake (key • numevt) is stored
on the Digital Optical Disk (2) (key -
nuaevt, chrono) and the corresponding
reference is recorded in the table
DOCUMENTS (key - chrono). Its analysis
enables the different fields of the tubles
of the relational data base SIRENE tu be
filled, via ORACLE software (3). Plotting
of macroseismic localized data uses
HICROSTATION/INTERGRAPH software (4) and
leads to the input of complementary data
Into the base. Plots are compiled and can
be updated.

TABLES DESCRIPTION AWD NlIHBEB Ot ASSOCIATED FIELDS :

EVTSIRENE (25) : identification of the event
nature, date, hour, relation to other events, appellation, date of
updating, ...

OBSIRENE (9) : localized macroseismic observations
intensity, local associated phenomena (lanslides, tidal-wave, . . . ) , date
of updating

EPCSIRENE (14) : macrnseismic epicenter
location, epicentr.il Intensity, date of updating

ISOSEISTE (9) : characteristics of the macroseismic map
radii and areas of isoselsls, uate of updating

ARCHIVE (6) : storage of the created and deleted keys (events and
observations) keys, date of creation, date of deletion.
RIBLIO (4) : list of the bibliographical references for a given
earthquake

EPCETRANGER (13) : description of the event in foreigner files
date, hour, location, epicentral intensity

EVTROTHE (9) I description of the event in BOTHE1G catalog
date, hour, location, epicentral intensity

EVTHICRO (*) : microseismic characteristics of the event
location, magnitude, focal depth, ...

LOCALITES (9) : geographical description of the localities
name, type, geographical and Lambert coordinates

PAYS (2) : list of the countries

DOCUMENTS (13) : "catalog" of the bibliographical references
type, author, source, title, editor, pages, ...

Fig. 1 : Design and management of the SIRENE macroseismic data base

LOUTIOH

SIRENE
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Fig. 2 : Historical seismicity of France and border region over a period of
a thousand years. Epicentral intensity more than V (MSK)



Fig. 3a

MACROSEISMIC DATA BASE SIRENE

CHRONOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION OF EARTHQUAKES
(4716)
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MACROSEISMIC DATA BASE SIRENE

DISTRIBUTION OF MACROSEISMIC OBSERVATIONS
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Fig. 4

SEISMOTECTONIC METHOD

BASIC GEOLOGICAL DATA
(Tectonic accidents,

tectonic domains

BASIC SEISMIC DATA
{ Maximum Observed Intensities ,

epicenters )

DETERMINATION OF MAXIMUM EARTHQUAKES

Fault

DETERMINATION OF THE S.M. H.V.

Fault

DETERMINATION OF THE S. M. S

1 JMS= *SMHV * 1



Fig. 5

CALCULATION OF THE SMHV. SPECTRUM

• SMHV

1 _ Seismotectonic analysis

Study of the seismicity SMHV

2 _ MgMHv 1S calculated using the equation

M = 0,55 I * 2.2 log R - 1.U |

3 - Given ISMHV • M S M H V • R
 SMHV the spectrum

is obtained by applying the equation

CLM n
V = C 10 R

INTENSITY VII
R= 10km
R= 13 km

R = 50km
R = 80km
R = 120km
R =200km

V-* •»+-*.- . . V
4- >•, •>

g,4WV
S?fl

OtUt. tOOHx.

1 0 »

1(T'
io-'

0,1
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VARIATION OF SPECTRA CORRESPONDING
TO INTENSITY VI-VII WITH MAGNITUDE AND FOCAL DISTANCE

V 1 1 1 = C n . 1 0 a " ) M . R n < f l

I :VI-VII
1 M=4,6 RilOkm

2 H:5,0 R=16km

3 H:5,5 R=2Skm

4 M=6,2 R=60km

6 H:6,6 R:80km

6 M=7,0 B=120km

7 11=7,6 S:200km

to-«
io-' ) ' I I I 91 l»>

FREQUENCY (Hz)

VARIATION OF SPECTRAL
RATIOS VII-VIII / VI-VII VERSUS FREQUENCY

o

(A

—

y. Û >

I

Ns
WBi i a i —

0,1

FOCAL DISTANCE

1 R=10km

2 R=16km

3 R=26km

4 B:60kn

io iod,
FREQUENCY (Hz)

I = (CT , , /CT



CALCULATION OF THE SMS SPECTRA
Fig.

The SMS spectra are not calculated

directly ; the different steps are:

25Km

M =0.551 + 2.2 log R-1.U

V = C 10aM R n

m i n i

*

Si

S2

S2

1 - Calculation of SMS spectra

SMS1 S S 1 X K 1

SMS2 = S2 x K2

SMS3 = S3 x K3

2 - Insufficient data

[SMS = S1 x 2

Ratio of the VII-VIII/Vl-VII spectra

1 Frequency (Hz) 10

1:
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FROM P. COMBES, B. SAURET, M. TERRIER

FIg 8 : Classificatlan of Hie main seismogenlc structuras in Western Provence and
associated reference earthquakes.
1 : NE-SW staistral strike slip faults ; 2; Salon Cavaillan fauUs system ; 3 : Northern
compressive structures ; 4 : Southern compressive structures ; 5 : Epicentre of reference
earthquake.
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Fig. 10

NUCLEAR SITE

HORIZONTAL SMS RESPONSE SPECTRA

DAMPING 5%

IOO

V
(cm/s)

10 FREQUENCY IHz) 1 0 °

[V) REGIONAL EARTHQUAKE . M = 6.75 . R = 15 km

5 ) NEARBY EARTHOLUAKE . M < 5 . R < 10 km



Fig. 11

CHEMICAL SITE

EPlCENTR
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